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Now a dayâ€™s almost all the mobiles carries all the essential features and it is very much common. So
same is in the case of flash light as you never know when the power just went out. There are many
people that carry a mini flash light on their key chains but that is not the solution as everybody does
not possess the chain. So Blackberry smart device is the only answer of all your questions. In some
mobiles there are back light which can help you out for the smaller areas but during some situations
an individual requires more light. So for them there is some application like Flash Light Pro and
Bright Berry that would provide you more light than your requirement.

During same cases the user uses the screen to light up the room but in BlackBerry you have to use
the video light on your camera. So for this you not only require a BlackBerry with a camera but also
require an OS 4.3. For getting a flashlight open the video camera application and strike menu. This
would open your way for the options where you would get video light and turn it on, then save it and
says yes when the dialogue box would ask you that you will drain the battery.

Then on opening the application the LED would glow and the light is very much brighter than your
back light. The another alternate option is after opening the Video camera press the space bar for
few seconds this result in turning the light on. For turning down the light just hold down space again.

For all this you donâ€™t have to do any actual recording only one thing is require and that is to launch
the app when the light is needed. Such an application in Blackberry helps an individual to cross the
darker segments where there is no light. Almost all the gadgets have this facility but their back light
is very dim that you cannot see properly under that light. So Blackberry provides extraordinary light
for the user to see all the things in the darkness.

Check out the Blackberry top seller handset with best offers â€“ blackberry bold 9790 deals @
http://www.blackberrybold9790deals.org.uk/
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